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It did not really feel like summer for me until this week. With everything
being so different due to lock down and a lot of the normal rhythms of the
garden have all not felt the same as previous years. A vegetarian café we
used to supply produce to called The Happiness Trap have just announced
they are closing, unable to reopen after being closed for so
long. A partnership that will be very much missed as they appreciated using
local vegetables and did the most amazing things with them. Also missing
running our gardening courses and realising how much positive
encouragement they gave back to the garden. The combination of these
things due to Covid have changed the feeling and pattern of this growing
session.

With this all going around in my head, I tried to think about what jobs needed
done. It was the end of the week and the summer routine has always been to
dead head the flowers before leaving work for the weekend. I checked the
dahlias; they were only starting to produce flower so nothing needed cut back.
Next to dead head were the sweet pea, it had been a hot day and the flowers
were looking extremely good. The idea with sweet pea is the more you cut the
more they flower, which seems like a good deal! If you stop them going to seed
then they just have to keep producing flowers to try to reproduce. Looked after
correctly you should get flowers right into autumn. The first flower I cut looked
perfect, three flowers attached to one large stem, all a vivid purple colour. Then
came its smell. As soon as I smelted it, memories of so many previous summers
came flooding back. It was amazing! Smell is such a powerful sense and I can’t
think of many better smells than a bunch of sweet pea. My mood improved
dramatically, and with a bunch of sweet pea to take home in the car the drive
back was very pleasant, with memories of previous summers flooding back.

Harvesting
Sweetpea

Things in the garden can
take you by surprise. A
connection definitely gets
built through all the senses
and makes working outside
with nature full of potential.

Dougal Dorman, Head Gardener, Colebrooke
Walled Garden



Planting lettuce is a regular job here in Colebrooke Walled Garden.
Lettuce is our top seller and we bag up fifty plus bags each week so we
plant and harvest a lot!

TRANSPLANTING
LETTUCE

20TH JULY 2020

One of the most
popular veg produced

in the garden

Here is Colin transplanting from a
large open tray. These large trays
are great as you can get around
one hundred plants to transplant
without taking up much space
germinating them in the green
house.

Choose a day when the soil is
moist, after some good rain,
to plant. Not hard to find these
days!

Separate each lettuce plant,
making sure each one has a
healthy root system and plant ten
inches apart. Plant them to the
bottom of the stem as they were
in the tray.

Give them a good water in and a
sprinkling of organic slug pellets,
then in a few weeks your lettuce
will be ready.



BUTTERFLIES AND
CATERPILLARS

It is enviable, when growing
so many delicious fruit and
vegetables in one place, that
there is going to be some
competition with regards to
who is going to eat it.
Unfortunately last week the
caterpillars in the garden
where winning! 

As can be seen in the picture above, a caterpillar has been munching his way
through the leaves. This small hairy caterpillar will turn into a white butterfly,
and is particularly fond of cabbages. He was safely removed and placed far
away from the plot. 

Other caterpillars that where spotted
growing on some ragwort just outside the
garden, can be seen pictured. They are
bright yellow and black in colour, and will
turn into a Cinnabar Moth. Their bright
colours advise predators that they are
poisonous to eat, which they build up from
eat the poisonous weed ragwort. In some
countries, these pesky caterpillars have been
introduced to help control the spread of
ragwort.  

Of course, caterpillars turn into butterflies and moths - the the middle wall in the
garden, was just hoaching with butterflies, in the warm weather last week.
Pictured above is a Tortoiseshell butterfly, which is recognisable by its distinctive
colouring on its wings. While bees are better known for pollination, butterflies do
their fair share and are an important insect. They transfer pollen via their legs and
can see more colours than bees, meaning they visit a different variety of flowers. 



One Cauliflower

A selection of herbs - bay

leaves, thyme, rosemary

Olive Oil

Lemon

Salt and Pepper 

Last week we enjoyed the second of
the online nutrition workshops being
delivered by Jane McClenaghan, Vital
Nutrition. For more information visit
www.vital-nutrition.co.uk and to
participant in these workshops
contact robyn@brookehouse.co.uk 

This week Jane discussed the
importance of supporting your
immune system and eating a variety
of colours when it comes to fruit and
vegetable. Jane shared with us a
recipe for roasted cauliflower which is
detailed below. 

ROASTED
CAULIFLOWERJane McClenaghan

INGREDIENTS

METHOD 
Pre heat your oven to 170oC

Chop the cauliflower into florets and place onto a baking sheet

Add the chopped herbs, drizzle with olive oil and season with salt and

pepper. Roast for 35 - 40 minutes until the cauliflower looks golden and

crispy.

Take out of the oven and add the zest of your lemon and squeeze over the

juice of half the lemon to serve.


